An Intelligent Business Fax Solution

What is SmartFax Anywhere?
SmartFAXAnywhere is a digital business fax service that offers big business features at a small business price. It allows for traditional fax machines to send and receive messages as well as provides internet fax options like fax to email, online faxing, fax archiving and much more.

SmartFax Anywhere Customer Advantage
- Predictable Budgeting with Flat Rate-Faxing
- Inbound and Outbound Fax Backup
- Fax to Email with intuitive Web Portals

Use Any Fax Machine
SmartFAXAnywhere is compatible with all standard fax machines. There’s no special settings needed. Just plug it in and start sending and receiving

Fax to Email
Go green and save paper by forwarding your faxes to your inbox. Choose what faxes to print or forward them to multiple people.

 Reliable and Secure
All fax messages are sent using secure HTTPS protocol and 256-bit AES Encryption for maximum protection of your sensitive documents.

Disaster Proof
Never miss a Fax again. In the event of a power loss or other emergency all messages are queued in our secure datacenter and available in our web portal.

for more info call: (740) 456-6193
Start Saving on Your Telecom with KBM Systems

5 Benefits of KBM Systems Fax Solution

• **Save up to 60% Monthly** – Start benefitting from unlimited faxing at low flat monthly rates with no overage charges.

• **Keep Your Phone Numbers** – Keep all your existing phone numbers, including Direct Inward Dial (DID) and Toll Free.

• **Easy to Deploy** – Absolutely no configuration required no port forwarding and no public IPs. Just plug and play.

• **Nothing Changes** – Simply continue to use the fax machine as you always have.

• **US Based Support** – Receive VIP support from our US based staff for any account changes or questions.

**SmartFAX Anywhere vs. eFax**

eFax is a popular electronic fax service that allows customers to send and receive faxes by email as well as some desktop applications. Unfortunately, eFax is not secure and does not allow you to use your standard fax machine. eFax service plans are restricted and expensive offering only a limited amount of faxes to be sent and received with high per page overage charges.

**Why SmartFAX Anywhere is Better**

SmartFAX Anywhere is a reliable analog and online fax service that uses 256-bit AES encryption for maximum security. It addresses the major issues of using an eFax service while still providing enhanced machine, online and email based faxing features. Smart-Fax comes with Unlimited Inbound and Outbound Faxing with No Long Distance Charges for a low flat monthly rate.

Some of our supported Fax Machine Partners...

www.KBMSYS.com